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Executive Summary

Policy debates about unauthorized immigrants in the United States have tended, until recently, to focus on adults and adolescents. Yet there are a substantial number of children, including many born in the United States, who are affected by current enforcement of immigration laws and would be affected by legalization of the unauthorized. According to recent estimates, 5.5 million US children reside with at least one unauthorized immigrant parent, and 4.5 million of these children are US-born. Given that children with unauthorized parents constitute nearly one-third of all children with immigrant parents and about 8 percent of all US children, their well-being holds important implications for US society.

There has been little research on how a parent’s unauthorized status affects child development, due in large part to difficulties in identifying and surveying unauthorized parents. Emerging research suggests that having an unauthorized immigrant parent (as opposed to a legal resident or citizen parent) is associated with lower cognitive skills in early childhood, lower levels of general positive development in middle childhood, higher levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms during adolescence, and fewer years of schooling.

- **Removal and parent-child separation.** Research on the effects of parental detention and removal, based on the large workplace raids of the mid-2000s, suggests subsequent increases in parental depression and child anxiety and behavior problems. Though these effects are limited to families in which a parent has been detained by immigration authorities or deported, fear of parental removal may also affect a broader set of children in immigrant, particularly Latino, communities. Parent-child separation can harm children’s learning and emotional development due to disruption in attachment, interruptions in schooling, and economic hardship stemming from loss of parental income.

- **Lower access to public programs that benefit children’s development.** While several major US social welfare programs restrict eligibility to citizens or long-term lawful permanent residents (LPRs), US-born children face no such restrictions. Research suggests that unauthorized immigrant parents may face barriers to enrolling their US-citizen children in these programs due to lack of information about programs and language barriers as many of these parents have limited English skills. Moreover, unauthorized immigrant parents are often unwilling to enroll eligible children in these programs, fearing they (i.e., the parents) could be identified as unauthorized immigrants and put at risk for arrest and removal.

- **Work conditions, psychological distress, and economic hardship.** Unauthorized workers are generally more likely than citizens or permanent residents to hold low-wage jobs. Two studies have indicated that unauthorized immigrants in low-wage jobs experience substantially poorer work conditions than authorized low-wage workers. Low-wage work and poor work conditions can lead to psychological distress among parents, distress which in turn is associated with low levels of child cognitive development and emotional well-being throughout early childhood and adolescence. The stresses associated with low-wage jobs form an important mechanism linking parental unauthorized status with lower child cognitive development.

There has been little research on how a parent’s unauthorized status affects child development.
How might policies and programs reduce or mitigate the developmental risks for children with parents who are unauthorized? One solution is for state and local government agencies to provide better outreach and application support to unauthorized immigrant parents when they apply for public benefits for their children. Nongovernmental and advocacy organizations can ease enrollment barriers by acting as intermediaries between immigrant communities and government agencies.

In addition, public prekindergarten programs can narrow gaps in child development and academic readiness between children with unauthorized parents and other children. The research on public pre-K programs shows small-to-moderate positive effects on young children's language and preliteracy skills, which may be compromised among children with unauthorized parents. Some pre-K programs are universal but others are targeted to low-income children and require proof of income just like public benefit programs. Universal pre-K programs do not impose the same income verification and other paperwork requirements as targeted programs, and therefore are likely to obtain higher participation among children with unauthorized parents.

The most basic step toward addressing the well-being of these children would be to create a pathway to citizenship for their parents. A citizenship pathway would include employment authorization, which could improve parents' wages and working conditions, thereby enhancing their children's well-being and development.

---

**Public prekindergarten programs can narrow gaps in child development and academic readiness between children with unauthorized parents and other children.**

The research summarized in this report recommends a broad legalization: one not limited by age, educational credentials, or sector of employment. Legalization of comparatively well-educated unauthorized youth, as has been proposed through the *DREAM Act*, would exclude many parents who are too old to qualify as well as those without sufficient formal education. A legalization focusing on agricultural workers would affect just the small fraction of unauthorized immigrant parents employed in that sector.

Finally, the length of the citizenship pathway could also affect the well-being of children. If unauthorized parents gain a provisional legal status that does not carry the benefits of permanent residency and citizenship, they might continue to be vulnerable in the job market and fearful of interacting with government agencies. The amount of time they spend in provisional status could therefore affect the development of their children considerably.
I. Introduction

Today’s concerns about illegal immigration to the United States come on the heels of historically high rates of unauthorized inflows in the 1990s and 2000s. Although these rates had slowed by 2011, that year’s total unauthorized population of 11.5 million remained near the historic high.\(^1\) Of this total, roughly 6.8 million were immigrants from Mexico, representing 59 percent of the unauthorized population. The next leading countries of origin were El Salvador (660,000, or 6 percent), Guatemala (520,000, or 5 percent), Honduras (380,000, or 3 percent), and China (280,000, or 2 percent).\(^2\)

Policy debates about unauthorized immigrants have until very recently focused on adults and youth. The children of unauthorized immigrant parents, meanwhile, compose a significant population. In 2010 there were 5.5 million children with at least one unauthorized immigrant parent,\(^3\) constituting nearly one-third of all children with immigrant parents and about 8 percent of all US children.\(^4\) Relatively few young children accompany adults crossing borders illegally (the majority of unauthorized immigrant adults in the United States are border crossers; the residual are visa overstayers).\(^5\) Eighty-two percent of all children with unauthorized immigrant parents were US citizens, with this share rising to 91 percent for children under the age of 6.\(^6\) The experience of growing up with an unauthorized parent is most likely to occur in the context of a mixed-status family, where at least one child is US born, and at least one parent is unauthorized.

In 2010 there were 5.5 million children with at least one unauthorized immigrant parent.

In this report, we consider how parental unauthorized status affects child development. We focus primarily on young children (birth to age 8), with a secondary emphasis on youth of older ages. Because the foundations of brain architecture are laid down in the first years of life, infancy and early childhood are developmental periods highly sensitive to environmental influences. The consequences of early childhood experience reach as far as a child’s adult life, in the forms of health, educational attainment, earnings, and mental health.\(^7\)

---


2 Ibid.


4 Ibid.


II. Does a Parent’s Unauthorized Status Affect Child and Youth Development?

Until the last few years, there were virtually no studies on how the unauthorized status of parents affects child development. This is due in part to the difficulty of identifying unauthorized immigrant parents. Relatively few large-scale studies that examine child development obtain information about parents’ citizenship status, let alone unauthorized status. Some of the studies reviewed here use direct measures of unauthorized status, others use proxies.

Before reviewing what is presently known about the developmental consequences of having a parent who is an unauthorized immigrant, we must acknowledge that this characteristic is correlated quite strongly with indicators of socioeconomic disadvantage. When compared to legal immigrants, the unauthorized have lower levels of education and higher levels of poverty. In this review, we focus on studies in which traditional indicators of socioeconomic status (SES) like education, income, and employment are controlled when examining the effects of parental unauthorized status on children.

The research to date suggests that a parent’s unauthorized status is associated with lower levels of child cognitive development and educational progress. The evidence is uncertain regarding socioemotional development. In early childhood, as early as ages 2 and 3, a proxy for parental unauthorized status was associated with lower levels of standardized cognitive skills, but not with indicators of socioemotional development. In middle childhood, legal vulnerability linked to parental unauthorized status or unauthorized status itself predicted lower levels of general positive development as perceived by parents. By adolescence, having an unauthorized parent was associated with higher levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms. Finally, a large-scale study of Mexican-origin young adults showed that having an unauthorized mother, relative to an authorized one, was associated with between 1.25 and 1.5 fewer years of schooling (depending on the method used to adjust for characteristics of socioeconomic status and other family background variables).

The research to date suggests that a parent’s unauthorized status is associated with lower levels of child cognitive development and educational progress.

---

8 Passel and Cohn, A Portrait of Unauthorized Immigrants in the United States.
III. Developmental Outcomes: Mechanisms of Influence

What might explain these negative effects on the cognitive and school outcomes of children and youth? A variety of mechanisms have been proposed to explain how parents’ unauthorized status might lower children’s learning and subsequent schooling outcomes. Models have been put forward by Yoshikawa and Kalil and Suarez-Orozco and colleagues. Below, we review qualitative as well as quantitative evidence on several potential mechanisms.

A. Removal

The most damaging family event associated with parental unauthorized status is the removal of a parent from the United States. The number of noncitizens formally removed from the United States rose during the 2000s, to nearly 400,000 in 2009, and remained around that level through 2012. Between July 2010 and September 2012, 205,000 noncitizens who were deported claimed to have at least one US-citizen child, representing an annual average of about 90,000 parental deportations.

Research on the effects of arrest for removal, based on the large workplace raids of the mid-2000s, suggests subsequent increases in children’s behavioral problems, anxiety, and depressive symptoms. These outcomes for children may be due to several factors. First, the economic well-being of the household is drastically affected by the loss of income of a detained or removed parent. Second, the fear of authorities is greatly heightened in these families, with remaining relatives sometimes keeping children at home or out of school during the removal proceedings. Third, remaining relatives typically experience higher psychological distress, which in turn can harm children’s well-being as well as learning.

The most damaging family event associated with parental unauthorized status is the removal of a parent from the United States.

Fear of parental removal may also affect children, regardless of whether a parent is actually arrested. Qualitative studies suggest that fear of removal can be transmitted to children either directly or through more general parental stress, with consequences for the child’s well-being. Children of Mexican immigrant parents in one study by Dreby expressed a variety of fears, including fear of the family being
split up, of both parents leaving the United States while the children stayed behind, and of the police. Children also expressed discomfort with others knowing they had an immigrant parent. Some children in Dreby’s sample conflated immigrant status with illegality. This perceived stigma may exacerbate patterns of low parent involvement at school.

B. **Parent-Child Separation**

Mixed-status families are more likely than other immigrant families to travel separately during voluntary, transnational trips. This is in part because any return to the United States is more difficult for an unauthorized parent than an authorized one (or a US-born child). Children in mixed-status families are thus more likely to experience prolonged periods of parent-child separation, whether because of voluntary trips to countries of origin or removal. Parent-child separation can harm children’s learning and emotional development due to disruption in attachment, interruptions in schooling, and economic losses in the household. One interesting study observes this pattern inside a sending country. Lahaie and colleagues compared children in households in sending areas of Mexico whose caregivers left for the United States to those whose caregivers did not leave, based on a sample of families in areas with high emigration rates. Mexican children who had been “left behind” had lower levels of academic and behavioral outcomes than those whose caregivers stayed with them.

C. **Lower Access to Means-Tested Programs that Benefit Children’s Development**

Unauthorized parents are ineligible for most public benefits provided to adults or parents by the federal government. This includes health or mental health care such as Medicaid or Medicare, aside from emergency care and care provided during the perinatal and immediate postnatal periods; publicly funded job-training programs; public housing; the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, or food stamps); the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC); social security; and cash welfare assistance. However, US-born children are not barred from eligibility for these federally funded means-tested benefit programs, even if their parents are unauthorized. For example, the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP), SNAP, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), and child-care subsidies are all available to US citizen children with unauthorized parents.

Research suggests, however, that parents who are unauthorized can face barriers to enrolling their eligible children in these programs for two principal reasons. First, unauthorized parents may simply not have the information about the programs and what they provide. Particularly among the most recent wave of unauthorized migrants, many of whom are the first in their families to immigrate, sources of information about US public programs may be scarce. This lack of information may be because the social networks of recently arrived unauthorized adults may have high concentrations of other recent arrivals and the unauthorized. In addition, many unauthorized parents have limited English proficiency and therefore face language barriers to accessing benefits for their children.

---

22 Ibid.
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Second, unauthorized parents may be unwilling to enroll their US-born children in these programs as they try to avoid authorities, organizations, and programs associated with the government. These parents may feel that contact with federal agencies carries risk of identification as unauthorized immigrants and, potentially, arrest and removal. These fears are more likely to arise when programs require proof of income. Yoshikawa’s study of low-income immigrant parents in New York suggested that children of unauthorized parents were less likely to receive child-care subsidies and the center-based care that such subsidies can purchase. Lack of access had developmental consequences for the children in that study — among children from low-income families, center-based child care is consistently associated with better cognitive skills in the first years of life.

D. Work Conditions

Unauthorized parents generally endure poor job conditions. Two studies indicate that unauthorized low-wage workers experience substantially poorer work conditions than authorized low-wage workers. For example, unauthorized low-wage workers are more likely than authorized low-wage workers (by between 30 and 40 percent, depending on the age of the child and the gender of the parent) to earn below the minimum wage. In addition, their jobs are characterized by much lower access to sick days, vacation days, overtime pay, and employer-provided health benefits. Finally, the job duties of unauthorized parents, relative to authorized ones, involve fewer opportunities for autonomy as well as higher levels of repetition and physical demands. Within the low-wage service economy occupied by the working poor in the United States, the unauthorized hold jobs at the lowest levels of the skill and organizational hierarchies.

In addition to these poor work conditions, as measured at single points in time, the unauthorized have dramatically lower rates of wage growth. Earnings growth among low-wage working parents can benefit children’s academic and behavioral development, by increasing parents’ expectations for their children’s educational success and achievement. Wage growth was near zero — even in the context of a local booming economy — for unauthorized parents in Yoshikawa’s New York study.

E. Psychological Distress and Economic Hardship

Parents’ psychological distress and material hardship are consistently associated with lower levels of child cognitive development as well as emotional well-being, throughout early childhood and

26 Yoshikawa, Immigrants Raising Citizens.
28 Ibid.
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adolescence. These factors help explain the association of parental unauthorized status with lower child cognitive development found in one study. Unauthorized status can prompt a toxic stress response in caregivers, particularly if the threat of removal is experienced on a regular basis, as in strict state or local policy environments. However, no studies to date have examined the biological processes (e.g., immune-system or hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis changes) associated with stress responses to unauthorized status and their long-term consequences for children’s health, learning, and behavior.

F. Awareness of Own Unauthorized Status and its Consequences

About 1 million children are themselves unauthorized, and for these children, growing awareness of unauthorized status during middle childhood and adolescence can have adverse consequences. This is a period of awakening to one’s own unauthorized status, or what Gonzales has termed “learning to be illegal.” In his large qualitative study of unauthorized youth, Gonzalez found that most experienced the early years of K-12 schooling as a protected time, and looked back on it as granting de facto legal status. This is due to US policy regarding student access to public education, which is universal regardless of child citizenship or authorized status.

By late adolescence, as peers engaged in normative teenager activities such as driving, working, or planning for college, unauthorized youth gradually realized the scope of their blocked opportunities. Difficulties accessing college (e.g., lack of access to in-state tuition and financial aid), drivers’ licenses, and employment represent barriers to educational progress, economic advancement, and other aspects of the normative transition through late adolescence.

In some cases, youth in Gonzales’s study reported becoming much more guarded, restricting their social lives due to discomfort revealing their own status to their peers. Experiences of the transition to college were bifurcated — some had access to family resources and/or guidance counselors who helped navigate the limited number of scholarships and resources specifically available to unauthorized students. Others had fewer resources, and were much more likely to drop out of high school and enter the world of unauthorized or “illegal” work (often obtained through fake social security numbers).

IV. Contextual Factors Influencing Developmental Outcomes

How children experience a parent’s unauthorized status may differ — that is, any negative effects may be mitigated or exacerbated — depending on historical, policy, neighborhood, and network contexts. Various factors may be at work, including:

32 Yoshikawa, Immigrants Raising Citizens.
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Chronic unauthorized status. Some US immigrant groups are more likely to have experienced long-term unauthorized status than others. The duration of unauthorized status is determined most powerfully by policy.

Between 1986 and 1988, roughly 70 percent of the nation’s unauthorized immigrants transitioned out of that status (typically gaining LPR or “green card” status) under the legalization provisions of the Immigration Reform and Control Act. But since the early 1990s, a new generation of parents and their children has faced much more restricted pathways to green cards and citizenship, resulting in a large number of immigrants keeping unauthorized status for decades. Following enactment of immigration enforcement legislation in 1996, those who had accrued unlawful presence time in the United States were also subject to bars of up to ten years on lawful re-entry to the country. Of course after a decade, the large part of the child’s development, and most possibilities for positively influencing that development, is over. The chronically unauthorized may be at greater risk of detrimental effects on their children’s ultimate educational attainment than those who enter the country as LPRs or eventually obtain a pathway to LPR status and citizenship.

The Great Recession and its aftermath. The Great Recession may have exacerbated some aspects of the experience of unauthorized parents in ways that further increased developmental risk to children. National data show that the number of Hispanic families living below the federal poverty level has gone up during the recession. Although rates of employment are higher for Hispanic and immigrant workers than those who are non-Hispanic and native born, wages dropped for Hispanic and immigrant workers after the recession. Thus, although employment itself has recovered for immigrant workers, rates of low-wage work and resulting poverty — both of which can harm children’s long-term school and life prospects — have risen. In addition, the number of unauthorized immigrants returning to their origin countries, particularly Mexico, has increased since the recession. These returns may mean that some children are being left behind in the United States without their parents and are suffering the negative outcomes associated with family separation.

Neighborhood and network social capital. The influence of parents’ unauthorized status on children may differ depending on the parents’ access to neighborhood and network-level resources. For example, parents living in longer-standing ethnic enclave communities, or those with richer social-service infrastructures, may have better information about public benefit programs and the eligibility of their US-born children. Multigenerational networks and contact with authorized or citizen parents — both less likely among those who entered through unauthorized channels in the 1990s and 2000s — can provide valuable information about childrearing and community and policy resources.

38 Ibid.
44 Yoshikawa, Immigrants Raising Citizens.
How children experience a parent’s unauthorized status may differ depending on historical, policy, neighborhood, and network contexts.

V. Relevant Programs and Policies

Can public programs and policies mitigate the risks that parental unauthorized status poses to children’s health, learning, education, and behavior? At a point in history when the US child population would be shrinking without immigration, the risks to 4.5 million US-born children with unauthorized parents, as well as over 1 million children who are unauthorized themselves, should not be taken lightly. The US economy will benefit from maximizing the developmental potential of all its children, including the 5.5 million who have unauthorized parents. The research just reviewed suggests that there are substantial risks to these children's learning and school success and attainment stemming from parental unauthorized status.

How could policies and programs reduce or mitigate these risks for the next generation? Differing approaches include altering unauthorized status itself, changing the way removal proceedings of parents are conducted, and expanding children’s access to benefits and early education.

A. Policies Directly Modifying Unauthorized Status

The most basic step toward addressing the problem is to create a pathway to citizenship for unauthorized parents. This is currently the subject of debate in Congress and the Obama administration, as it was during the presidency of George W. Bush. A variety of criteria for eligibility have been considered, including a certain number of years of residence, years of continuous employment, and lack of a criminal background. The congressional and White House proposals include the payment of a fine, and a bipartisan Senate plan would require that the unauthorized go to the “back of the line” — that is, not ahead of those who have been in waiting for legal permanent residency or citizenship under other circumstances.

For unauthorized youth, a pathway to citizenship has been proposed multiple times in Congress through the Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act (the DREAM Act, first proposed in the Senate in 2001). The 2009 version would grant qualifying immigrants — those under 35 years who arrived in the United States before age 16, have lived in the country for at least five years, and have received a high school or equivalency diploma — “conditional” status during a six-year period. The bill would require this group to (1) graduate from a two-year community college, (2) complete at least two years toward a four-year degree, or (3) serve two years in the US military. After this six-year period, those who meet at least one of these three conditions would be eligible to apply for LPR status.

47 Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act, S. 1291, August 1, 2001.
However, there are concerns regarding the *DREAM Act’s* benefits for parents with unauthorized status. Thirty-eight percent of women and 21 percent of men who are under 35 years and have a high school degree — and thus are eligible for the *DREAM Act* — are parents.⁴⁹ Some scholars argue that parental responsibilities often hinder individuals from obtaining a higher level of education.⁵⁰ Thus, parents who immediately qualify for the *DREAM Act* might not be able to complete the requirements that lead to LPR status as they would be faced with completing at least two years of postsecondary education while also attending to family responsibilities.

Meanwhile, there are over 279,000 unauthorized immigrants who meet the *DREAM Act’s* requirements for age and length of US residence but do not have a high school diploma or a general education development (GED).⁵¹ Even though some might be motivated to pursue secondary education by the prospect of obtaining legal status, family demands might make additional education particularly challenging. Parents in this group may require additional space in adult education programs and focused outreach to ensure that they are ready for the DREAM requirements (or any other potential pathway to citizenship that similarly requires involvement in education).

Finally, since the *DREAM Act* excludes people who are older than 35 years of age, unauthorized parents who are beyond this age limit would not be eligible.

The Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) policy implemented by the Obama administration in 2012 provides work permits and temporary protection from removal for a group similar to those who would be eligible for the *DREAM Act*. This group includes unauthorized youth under the age of 31 who came to the United States as minors.⁵² These individuals must have continuously resided in the United States for the last five years; be physically present in the United States at the time of making their request for consideration of deferred action; have entered the United States without inspection or have allowed their lawful immigration status to expire as of June 2012; be currently in school, have graduated from high school, have obtained a GED certificate, or be a discharged veteran of the Coast Guard or armed forces; and have no criminal record. The DACA program also provides for work authorization and a social security number, which facilitate obtaining identification such as a driver’s license.

DACA provides relief from deportation and work permits to a significant number of unauthorized youth and children, once they reach the age to qualify. Parents with unauthorized status, too, face a number of barriers to qualifying for DACA.⁵³ First, the age limit of 31 excludes many parents. Second, unauthorized adults face barriers in some states to the education programs in which participation is required — for example, GED classes. This population has no access to federally funded job training programs. Parents may be more constrained than childless adults in their ability to access adult education programs due to financial and time restrictions. These restrictions have consequences for children. For example, along with a number of other requirements, the earned income tax credit (EITC) requires valid social security numbers, which DACA recipients can gain when they obtain work permits.⁵⁴ EITC, as the nation’s largest direct poverty reduction program, has substantial benefits for children — it reduces child poverty rates nationally and improves their school achievement.⁵⁵

---


⁵¹ Batalova and McHugh, *DREAM vs. Reality*.


Modifications to existing immigration laws that affect parents may also be beneficial. For example, under current law, individuals who crossed the US border illegally can be granted a provisional waiver of the unlawful presence ground of inadmissibility on the basis of proving “extreme hardship” to their US citizen relatives. However, the definition of relatives extends only to the US citizen spouses and parents of the petitioner, and does not include the petitioner’s children.\(^56\) One way for more parents to obtain waivers would be to extend the criteria for hardship to petitioners’ children.\(^57\)

### B. Policies Modifying Enforcement Practice

The developmental and policy rationales for considering parents of US-born citizen children as a subgroup in enforcement activities consists of the fact that two generations are severely affected by removal. The research reviewed above suggests that removing a working parent imposes a double penalty: lost family earnings and harm to the long-term prospects and productivity of that parent’s children.

Advocacy organizations and policymakers have begun to act on this issue. An Obama administration memo issued in the fall of 2011 outlined guidance for prosecutorial discretion allowing government officials to consider family and community ties, including the presence of US-born children, during immigration enforcement activities.\(^58\) However, by mid-2012 it was made public — after pressure by advocates for the release of this information — that virtually no parents had been released from removal proceedings due to this provision.\(^59\)

In addition, members of Congress have proposed legislation to take into account children’s needs in situations of removal proceedings (the *Humane Enforcement and Legal Protections for Separated Children Act*\(^60\) and the *Help Separated Families Act*, both in the House).\(^61\) In December 2012, the Obama administration issued a new policy governing federal requests to local law enforcement to detain those arrested for removal, stipulating that only those charged with more serious crimes (that is, felonies or multiple misdemeanors) would be subject to detainer requests.\(^62\) This rule may reduce the probability that parents without serious offenses on their records will be separated from children and other family members while awaiting the outcome of their case.

---


C. Programs, Nongovernmental Organization Initiatives, and Policies that Foster Access to Means-Tested Benefits

Some parents with unauthorized status may be reluctant under current conditions to enroll their children in programs for which they are eligible. Access to means-tested programs could be promoted through outreach and applications that facilitate enrollment.63 Some state Medicaid, TANF, or SNAP agencies, for example, have instituted clear instructions to low-income immigrant parents that they are not required to provide information on all family members when applying for benefits for their children. For instance, in some states SNAP applications require social security numbers only for all those household members applying for benefits, not for all household members.64

NGOs can play an important role in easing enrollment barriers for children in mixed-status families. Data from a recent study of immigrant access to health and human services programs in three states show several strategies that successful NGOs have used to facilitate the access of mixed-status families to benefits for which their children are eligible.65 NGOs are not identified with the federal government or local law enforcement authorities, and may be more trusted in immigrant communities. Some state and local health and human services programs work with NGOs and/or informal organizations (e.g., churches, other faith-based organizations) to provide information about programs that can benefit children’s development such as public prekindergarten; child-care subsidies; food stamps; or Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) nutritional supplements.

NGOs can also address the barriers faced by parents who feel reluctant to provide proof of income, or whose employers are unwilling to provide proof of income, to demonstrate eligibility for programs. For example, an NGO in Maryland works with immigrant laborers and provides proof-of-income letters for day laborers who lack stable employment. The organization vouches for the number of days a worker has secured employment and how much he or she makes. Such letters help workers apply for benefits that are contingent on work, such as SNAP, TANF, and child-care subsidies.66

NGOs can play an important role in easing enrollment barriers for children in mixed-status families.

NGOs, states, and localities can also help bring unauthorized immigrant parents out of the shadows by helping them obtain a valid form of identification. One challenge common to mixed-status families is the lack of drivers’ licenses and other forms of valid identification. Some cities, such as New Haven, CT; Trenton, NJ; San Francisco; and most recently Los Angeles, issue municipal identification associated

---
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with that locality to help increase access to resources.\textsuperscript{67} As of February 2013, it appeared that all but two states (Arizona and Nebraska) would grant drivers’ licenses to DACA recipients.\textsuperscript{68} Mexican consulates provide consular IDs to Mexican nationals, many of whom are unauthorized, and some states and localities accept these consular cards as valid identification.

In New York, a photo ID must be shown by a parent who wishes to visit his or her child’s school. For years, the required ID was a driver’s license or state ID card. Responding to advocacy, New York City changed its policy to allow consular ID cards and foreign passports as acceptable forms of photo ID. The New York Immigration Coalition (NYIC) subsequently worked with the New York City Council and the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs to link public schools in high-immigrant neighborhoods with consulates of countries that have been the sources of large migration flows to New York. Identification drives sponsored by the Mexican consulate at these schools have resulted in tens of thousands of immigrant parents obtaining these consular IDs.\textsuperscript{69} Similar consulate drives have been successful in other cities, such as Boston.\textsuperscript{70}

Finally, NGOs and advocacy organizations can partner with government agencies to facilitate information sharing about low-income immigrant populations, including mixed-status families. In Massachusetts, for example, NGO and advocacy leaders meet monthly with both the Department of Transitional Assistance (which administers SNAP and TANF) and the state Medicaid office. Both groups benefit from this arrangement; the state agency administrators learn more about the barriers faced by immigrant groups, and the advocates and NGO leaders learn about changes in regulations and policies from the federal and state levels. Policy implementation strategies that ease barriers for mixed-status families have emerged from these discussions.\textsuperscript{71}

\subsection*{D. Universal Prekindergarten and Other Early Childhood Care and Education Programs}

As pointed out by several scholars, public schooling is a “protected” developmental period for children who are unauthorized.\textsuperscript{72} Public prekindergarten is an important and expanding part of many public school systems. As of 2010, public pre-K had been implemented in 40 states, enrolling roughly 27 percent of the nation’s 4-year-olds.\textsuperscript{73} These programs have robust effects, ranging from small to moderate, on children’s language and pre-literacy skills — two sets of skills that most studies suggest may be most compromised among the young children of a parent with unauthorized status.\textsuperscript{74}

However, many public prekindergarten programs — unlike the K-12 portions of the school systems of which they are typically a part — are means-tested; in fact, only eight states have universal pre-K programs. Means-tested pre-K programs require the same kinds of paperwork (for example, proof of income) as public means-tested benefit programs. Prekindergarten programs that are not means-

\textsuperscript{68} National Immigration Law Center (NILC), \textit{Will Individuals Granted Deferred Action under the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) Policy Be Eligible for Driver’s Licenses?} (Washington, DC: NILC, 2013), \url{www.nilc.org/dacadriverslicenses.html}.
\textsuperscript{69} Melanie Reyes, personal communication with author, January 9, 2013.
\textsuperscript{71} Ibid.
tested, such as the ones that have shown strong positive effects on children’s cognitive skills in Tulsa and Boston, reduce enrollment barriers for low-income populations. The value of universal pre-K programs is reinforced by research highlighting the benefits of a more socioeconomically diverse preschool population — when compared to one that is restricted to the poor — for children’s learning and development.  

---

Public schooling is a “protected” developmental period for children who are unauthorized.

---

Promoting enrollment in center-based care would spur cognitive development among children of the unauthorized who are below age 3, the typical age minimum for public prekindergarten. Efforts targeting the paperwork process for child-care subsidies and enrollment, including those implemented by NGOs, could help in this regard. In addition, parenting and child development programs (e.g., the Video Interaction Project) provided in trusted settings such as primary-care clinics (e.g., during child-wellness visits) have improved the cognitive development of infants and toddlers of low-income immigrant parents. Finally, home-visiting programs offer family-focused services addressing issues such as maternal and child health, positive parenting practices, and access to social services outside the home. When implemented with standardized curricula and qualified, skilled visitors, these programs also show promise in improving young, low-income children’s developmental outcomes. However, to the extent that home-visiting programs require the proof of income that some unauthorized parents feel reluctant to report, there may be access barriers. Enrollment procedures conducted by hospitals and other health providers have been more successful — for instance, WIC and Medicaid/CHIP enrollment for infants of parents who are unauthorized at the time of their birth.

---

**E. Workplace Policies**

As noted above, parents with unauthorized status experience worse job conditions than their authorized low-wage counterparts. Reductions in labor standard inspections over the past decade or more have only exacerbated these patterns. Rates of pay below the minimum wage and lack of access to workplace benefits could be addressed through reform of federal labor laws, revisions of enforcement strategies for current labor laws, or legislative and enforcement activity at the state level. Unionization is another approach to improving workplace conditions. There are several recent, successful efforts to unionize occupations with high proportions of unauthorized workers (for example, janitors in Los Angeles).

Comprehensive immigration reform would bring the employment of the unauthorized out of the shadows.

---
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With a legal status that is recognized in workplaces, unauthorized workers may be less afraid to report job conditions that are illegal themselves. According to one study, a high proportion of unauthorized workers voiced fears of reporting poor working conditions.  

VI. Concluding Note: Immigration Reform and Children’s Development

In this report, we have discussed the mounting evidence that parental unauthorized status harms children’s development across early childhood, middle childhood, and adolescence. US immigration policies rarely consider the rights and needs of children with at least one parent whose status is unauthorized. We have reviewed some of the most promising approaches to improving these children’s developmental and life prospects. They encompass policies and programs that target unauthorized status directly; lower the risks of parent removal and the consequences for children during removal proceedings; improve families’ access to public benefits; enhance early childhood learning opportunities; and address workplace conditions that reduce households’ economic well-being.

Current options in federal immigration policy include, most fundamentally, the choice between comprehensive reforms versus piecemeal or partial approaches. Comprehensive reforms under consideration include, among others, a pathway to legal status and possibly citizenship for most unauthorized immigrants, coupled with heightened enforcement through more resources for the US-Mexico border and a national employment verification system.

The research summarized in this report suggests that certain aspects of the comprehensive approach are better from the standpoint of child development. Reform that extends beyond the restricted populations eligible for DACA or the DREAM Act would provide a path out of the shadows to parents beyond these age-limited provisions and to those with low levels of formal education.

And a full worker legalization process, rather than simply expanding the E-Verify system or other means of immigration enforcement in the workplace, promises to improve working conditions, instead of driving some employers and employees further into the informal, off-the-books economy. Improved wages and workplace conditions could, in turn, improve both parent economic and psychological well-being as well as children’s development.
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Finally, the length of the pathway to full citizenship has implications for the development of the 5.5 million children with parents who may be affected by immigration reform. This is because LPRs and other lawfully present immigrants who are not yet citizens have restricted eligibility for many means-tested benefits, and often express fears of accessing the benefits for which their citizen children are eligible.\textsuperscript{85} The longer the pathway to citizenship for the parent, the greater the proportion of a child’s life that might be affected by parental eligibility limits and participation fears. It is thus important to consider how a given pathway length might affect a young child’s development. A draft immigration bill prepared by the Obama administration that was publicized in February, for instance, envisions an eight-year period of provisional status before LPR status could be obtained during which participants would be ineligible for most public benefits.\textsuperscript{86} Most legalizing immigrants would not qualify for citizenship until another five years after obtaining LPR status.

The developmental consequences of parental unauthorized status affect the entire society: the early cognitive skills of our youngest citizens predict the future productivity and success of the nation. As a population of over 5 million, constituting nearly one-third of children of immigrants and 8 percent of all US children, the children of unauthorized immigrants are worthy of consideration in our current immigration policy discussions.

\textbf{The length of the pathway to full citizenship has implications for the development of the 5.5 million children with parents who may be affected by immigration reform.}

\textsuperscript{85} Yoshikawa, Immigrants Raising Citizens.
\textsuperscript{86} Obama administration, “Title II—Legalization of Undocumented Individuals,” draft legislative text obtained and published by the Miami Herald, February 18, 2013, \url{http://media.miamiherald.com/smedia/2013/02/18/19/57/2CfDrSo.56.pdf}. 
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